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informatics research. Read on for exciting updates!
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We would love to fill this newsletter with information
that would be useful to you. Please let us know how
we can best support you! We are working on updating
our website, but until then feel free to contact us. We
look forward to getting to know you better!
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to theCongratulations all student paper competition
finalists!

Understanding Clinical Trial Reports: Extracting
Medical Entities and Their Relations

A Contextual Inquiry: FDA Investigational New
Drug Clinical Review

Challenges to Global Standardization of
Outcome Measures

Auto-mapping Clinical Documents to ICD-10
using SNOMED-CT

Leveraging Spatial Information in Radiology
Reports for Ischemic Stroke Phenotyping

Extracting Adverse Drug Events from
Clinical Notes



Get to know of the
Virtual Informatics Summit Student
Paper Competition:

the winner AMIA

I am the current chair of the AMIA student
working group and a project manager at UC

informatics is well positioned to be incredibly
impactful coming out of the pandemic, as we

work with the explosion of data to extract

professionals, from industry professionals and
faculty to students. I believe that, going forward,

Berkeley working on the ACTIVATE project
with Dr. Katherine Kim. I joined AMIA five years

ago as a student after stumbling into the
informatics world when looking for a career

change. My favorite part about being a member
of the AMIA leaderboard is the opportunity to

meet and work with a wide range of informatics

knowledge and learn from the experience. I
find it invigorating to work in the informatics

field, and on the weekends, I enjoy making
waffles for the family.

Check out paper:
Understanding Clinical Trial Reports:
Extracting Medical Entities and Their Relations
@ https://arxiv.org/pdf/2010.03550.pdf
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Learn more about
Your InformaticsFor

STWG on the latest
podcast, Episode 16:

https://www.amia.org/amia-podcasts

Sign up to get updates from our community board:
http://connect.amia.org/ST-WG

ourSubmit a request to join leadership team:
amia-STWG@connectedcommunity.org

Describe your paper in a few sentences.
To better understand how medicine is
described in Randomized Controlled Trials,

theteam text
of to pull out conclusions.

built
medical abstracts

a model that uses freeour

informatics?
How did you become interested in

I previously had experience in informatics,
and after moving to Boston, I got more
involved in medical informatics. During
this time, I became interested in learning
more about how to extract key information
from journals to create information
that can be easier to digest for clinicians,
researchers, and patients.

What excites you about the future of
informatics?
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What professional advice would you offer
students?
Informatics has unlimited options and
applications, so choosing what is exciting
to you is the “secret sauce.”

What is your favorite kitchen
The food mill can turn anything
into a base for your meal

utensil?
because it

Benjamin Nye,


